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EXCHANGE REACTION OF DEUTEROETHYLENE 

ON NICKEL 

By 

Koshiro MIYAHAltA *) 

(Received October 10, 1957) 

~ 1. Introduction 

FLANAGAN and RABI~OVITCHl) has recently observed the rate of 
catalysed formation of different deuteroethylenes from trans-dideutero
ethylene or from 1: 1 mixture of light and tetradeutero-ethylene in 
the presence of nickel wire and explained their experimental results 
quantitatively by a scheme involving chemisorbed hydrogen atom and 
ethyl radical as intermediates, taking the isotopic difference of rates 
into account. They assumed in their explanation that ethylene dis
sociates to form chemisorbed hydrogen atoms once for all initially but 
never later. This implies an abrupt change of the catalytic activity 
at the first interaction of the catalyst with ethylene, which is rather 
improbable. 

The present paper deals with an alternative explanation without 
such an assumption but based on the reaction scheme 

consistently related to the schemes which satisfactorily accounted for 
the experimental results of the catalytic exchange reaction between 
ethane and deuterium2

) or between acetylene and deuteroacetylene3
) 

and of the catalytic hydrogenation of ethylene4
\ where H stands for 

protium P and deuterium D, and * signifies the bond of chemisorption. 
I, 1Ia. lib and lIe are steps respectively in overall equilibrium but not 

-------------

*) Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Hokkaido University. 
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necessary in the exchange equilibrium, i. e. the isotopically detailed 
equilibrium. 

It is concluded from the results of the analysis that the chemi
sorption I of ethylene, although quickest among the steps of the Scheme 
(1) at observed temperatures, may control the exchange reaction at 
sufficiently low temperatures and hence a prediction accecible to experi
mental test is deduced. 

The present author has further investigated the statement of 
FL\x/,(;"\" and RABDIOVITCII that their rate equations have been derived 
both from the Rideal mechanism and the associative mechanism. It is 
now shown that their rate equations are derived from the Rideal 
mechanism but not generally from the associative mechanism, provided 
that the Rideal mechanism as called by them is formulated as 

11,; 
CeH~ + H <c~ HeC-CHa (2. R) 

* * 

and the so-called associative mechanism as 

I IIa 
C~H4~ tH~C- CH~ <== H~C-CH3 

* * * 
H 
* 

(2. A) 

where H may be supplied either as assumed by FLANAGAN and RABINO-
* VITCII or as in (I), i. e. by steps IIb and lIe; the so-called associative 

mechanism or (2. A) leads to the rate equations of FLANAGAN and RABINO
VITCII in the extreme case when I is quick enough to attain the ex
change equilibrium and hence (2. R) and (2.A) are kinetically identical 
with each other. 

§ 2. The Detailed Scheme and the Rate Equations 

Scheme (1) is now developed, discriminating between P and D and 
denoting trans-, cis- or asymmetric dideuteroethylene by t-, c- or a
CzPzDz respectively, as 
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I 
C.P4(a) o:==c.p, 

(P~-cP2) 
* * 

.............................. 

II. 

"\" 
, , 

, ',1 , \ 
\ 1 ' , ' , " c,P. 
--':'"--=-~(PC=CP) 

* * 

(3) 
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where the dotted or full line denotes the transfer of P or D respectively 
and the annexed number indicates the fraction of the rate of dis
sociation specified by the line, of the atom group on its left over the 
sum of those of its all possible dissociations; the structures of the 
atom groups C~P5' C2P4D(O) etc. are shown in the parentheses underneath 
respecti vely. 

On the basis of Scheme (3) the rate of formation of every atom 
group is given, expressing the overall forward or backward rate of 
step I etc. as Vel) etc. and the fraction of the number of C2P4 etc. over 
the sum of those of all isotopic substitution products of the respective 
atom group as yC,P, etc., as below for deuteroethylenes in gas 

vc,P, = Vel) (yC,P,CII)_yC,P,) 

VC,P,D = V(I)(yC,P,D(II)_yC,P,D) 

VC,D, = V (1) (yC,D,CII)_yC,D,) , 

for chemisorbed ethylenes 

) 

VC,p,ca) = V(I)(yC,P'_yc,p,ca» + V(I1a) (yC,P,++yC,l',D(ll_ yC,P,(II») 

+ V(I1b)(yC,P,yP _yCna» 

Ve,p,DCa) = V(I) (yC,P,D _yC,p,Dca») + V(lIa) (yC,l',DCO) + f yC,l',D(O) 

+tyc,p,D,(1)+f yG,P,D,C2)_yC,p,DCa)) + V(I1b)(yG,P'yD 

Vt-C,p,D,ca)= V(I)(yt-C,p,D,ca)_yt-c,p,D,Ca»+ V(IL.) (+yC,P,D,Ol 

+ + yC,P,DP)_yt-C,p,D,(a») + V(LIb) (yC,P,D(lt)yD + + yC,P,D(lc)yD 

+ yC,PD,(lt)yP + + yC,PD,(1C)yP _yt-C,p,D,Ca») 

( 
1 1 Vc-c,p,D/a) = V(I)(yC-C,l',D'_yC-C,p,D,(a) + V(IIa) 3 yC,P,D,(l) +:3 yC,P,D,(2) 

_yC-C,p,D,Ca») + V(I1 b) ( ~yC'P'DCIC)yD++yC'PD'CIC)yP 

_ yC-C,P,D,CII») 
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+ V(ll h)(yC,P,D(OlyD + yC,PD,(2lyP _ y8-(),P,D,(8» 

Vc,PD,(al = V(I) (yC,PD, _ yC,PD,(s») + V(IIa) ( ~ yC,P,D,(l) + tyc,P,DPl 

+ +yc,PD ,(2) + yC,PD,(3) _ yC,PD,(i'») + V(IIb)(yC,PD,(1t)yD 

vc,D,(al = V(I)(yC,D' __ yc,D/a»+ Vella) (ty(),PD,\2)+ yC,D'_yC,D,(8») 

+ V(llh)(yC,D'yD_yc,D,ca» , 

and for chemisorbed ethyl r-adicals 

vc,P, = V(lla)(yC,p,(a)if _yC,P,) 

VC,l',DCOl = Vella) (tyC,P,DCa)yP _ yC,I',DCO») 

VC,P,D(1l = V(Il,,) (yf',p,(a)yD +~yC,I',DC')YP _yC,P,DOl) 
. 2 

VC,P,D,(O) = V(ll.) ( + y"-C,P,D,(alif _ yC,P,D,(f)) 

VC,P,D,\I) = V(Ila) ( t yC,P,DCa)yD + yt-C,P,D,<alif + 1f-C,P,D,C,,'yP _yC,P,D,(1») 

VC,I',D,(2l= V([[a) ( ; yC,p,D(a'yD + ty'-C,P,D,(alif _yC,P,D'(2») 

VC,P,D"I) = V(Il.) (+ y'-C,p,D,(alyD + t yC,PD,Ca)if - yC,P,D,<l») 

VC,P,D,(2) = V(Il.) (yt-C,p,D,<.alyD + yC-C,I',D,CalyD + tyc,PD,<.a)yP _ yC,P,DP») 

VC,P,D,(3) = V(Il.) (tya-c,p,D/a)yD_yc,p,D"a») 

VC,PD,(2J =(Vll
a

) (tyc,PD,ca)if +yC,D,(8)yl' _yC,PD.c2» 

VC,PD,(~) = Vella) (t yc,PD,(a)yD _ yC,PDP») 

VC,D, = V(Il
a
) (yC,D'yD_yC,D,) • 

(4. c) 

The ye,p, , yC,P,DCO\ .. and yC,D, are expressed, in accordance with the 
conclusion of the previous paper2

,3) that the step lIe is quick enough 
to attain the exchange equilibrium, as 
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yC,p, = (ypt 

yC,p ,D(O) = yC,p ,(Dlt) = yC,p ,D(le) = (yP)2yD 

yC,pD,(lt) = yC,I'D,tIC) = yC,pD,(2) = yP (yDf } ( 5 ) 

The above developments are now applied below to the analysis of 
experimental results. 

i) The isomerization of trans-dideuteroethylene at 75°C. 

Specializing Eqs. (4. b) and (4. c) to the initial conditions, i. e., 

for the reaction of trans-dideuteroethylene at 75°C, putting rates VO,I'.(a) 

etc. of intermediates P2C-CP2 etc. individually zero for the steady state, 
* * and eliminating yC,p, etc. and yO,p, etc. from the resulting equations, we 

have 

(1 -a 1 +32Yp ) yC,p.(a) = at yC,p,D(a) + f3 (yl')4 

(1- a 3 + 62yp ) yO,p,D(a) = ; (2y C,p .ca)yD + yt-C,p,D,(a)yP + yC-O,I',D,(a)yp 

+ y.-C,p,D,(a)yp) + 4f3 (y7yD 

(1- ; -) yt-O,p,D,(a) = (l-a - f3) + : (yC,p,D(a)yD + 2if-C,p,D,(a) 

+ yC,pD,(a)yp) + 3f3(yPyDf 

(1- ~) if-C,p,D,(a) = ~ (yC,p,D(alyD + 2y t-C,p,D,(al + yC,pD,(a)yP) + f3(yPyD)2 

(
1-a 3 + 2yD ) yC,pD,(a) = ~ (yt-C,p,D,(a)yD + yC-C,p,D,(alyD + y"'-C,p,D,(alyD 

6. 3 
+ 2yc,D.(a)yP) + 4f3if(yD)3 

(l-a 1+
3
2yD )yC,D.<a) = ~ yC,PD,(alyD+f3(yD)" 

where 

(7.y) 

a= V(IIa)/{V(I)+ V (IIa) + V(IIb)} and f3= V(Ih)/{V(I) + V(IIa) + V(Ih)}. 

(7. a), (7. f3) 
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The yC,P,Ca
) etc. are now solved as functions of a and f1 from the 

six independent equations of (7. y), and the relations 

yC,P,Ca) + y(1,p,D(a) + ...... + yC,PD,Ca) + yC,D,CB) = 1 

and 

(8) 

which follows from (6) by neglecting the isotopic difference in rates, as 

yC,p,ca) = 1 + r; Bm , y'" = A",yC,I'.ca )_ B,n (9. y) 
m 

and 

A = 12(~-~) 
a 3 

A t -2 = AC-2 = Aa-e = «(AI + A 3) /12 (1- _23f!-) 

A, = f(l- ~)A _ ~ 1/(1- 2a ___ 12a
2

) 

-I l 3 ' 3 J 3 3 - 2a 

A4=A3/ A , 

B, = 3{1/16a 

Bt _-> = - l-a-J! (6-2«) +~(B! +B3)- _f1_(9-2a) 
- 2 3-2a AJ - 16 (3-2a) 

(9.A,B) 

BC-2 = - l-a-f1 (~)+J....-(B!+B3)- j1(3+2a) • 
2 3-~ ~ 1~-~ 

3fi 
8 (3-2a) 

~1/(1_~_~2a2_) 
4 J 3 3--2a 

where m= 1, t-2, c-2, a-2, 3 or 4 denotes C2P~D(a), t-C2P2Dla), c-CeP2D2(a), 
a-C2P2D2 (a), C2PD3 (a) or CeD4 (a) respectively. The values of a and f1 are 
adjusted according to the equations (4. a), (9.y) and (9. A, B) to the 
experimental results of FLANAGAN and RABINOVITCH with satisfactory 
agreements, as shown in Table I, between calculated and observed 
relative values of initial formation rates of C2P4D etc., i. e. the ratio 
of Vc,P, etc. 
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TABLE I. Observed and calculated relative values of the initial 
formation rates vc,P, etc. of deuteroethylenes from 
trans-dideuteroethvelene at 7.4 cmHg and 75°C on nickel. 

Parameters adjusted Relative values of initial formation rates, % 

I Deuteroethylenes 
Parameters a C~P·,De fJ iRemark I 

I 
. ! C,P, I CeP:,D trans i cis I asym. !C2PD" C,D. 

, 

I I I ' 
I 

1X10-'[ 

obs. 
I 

0.3 I 18.5 -100.0 I 62.0! 0.7 ! 18.5 0.3 Adjusted 
I I : i 6 x 10-2 

25.2 1-100.0 I 47.9 i 

I values I 
calc. 

I 

0.15 0.3 25.2 0.15 
I I 

ii) The exchange reaction between light and tetradeutero--ethylene 
at 153°C. 

The analysis has shown that both a and {j are vanishingly small 
compared with unity or, according to (7. a) and (7.m, I is practically in 
the exchange equilibrium. Identifying in consequence yC,I',(a) etc. or 
VC,P.(a) etc. with yC,p. etc. or VO,]', etc. respectively and putting rates VO,l'" 

etc. of intermediates P2y-CP3 etc. individually zero for the steady state, 
we have from Eqs. (4. b), (4. c), (5), (8) and the initial conditions, i.e. 
yC,I', = yC,D, = land y(\I',]) = yt.o,l',]), = yc.o,]',n, = if'C,]',D, = yO,]']), = 0 , 

2 

VC,I',/V(II) = vc,D./V(II) = -.l.. -~ 
,a "6 16a 

VC,I',D/VCIla) = vo,]'J)'/V(IIa) = ! + fa (10) 

CVt.n,]',]), + Vc.c,P,]), + va.c,]·,D,)/ V(Ila) = 3{j/8a. 

TABLE II. Observed and calculated relative values of the inial forma
tion rates Fe,I'" Vo,!',]) etc. from 1: 1 mixture of light and 
tetradeutero-ethylene each of 3.8 cmHg partial pressure at 
153°C on nickel. 

Parameter adjusted Relative values of initial formation rates, % 
.. --

Remark I 
Deuteroethylenes 

Parameter Flf a I 
C2P:;D C2PeD, 

I 
G!PDa 

I 
C,D4 G!P. I I total I 

I obs. ! - 50.0 48.0 4.0 48.0 - 50.0 
Adjusted I 

2.6 X 10-2 

value calc. I - 50.0 
I 

48.6 2.7 48.6 - 50.0 
I 

I 
... .. 
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The relative values of VC,I', ere. calculated from the value 0.026 of {1la 
adjusted to the experimental values are shown in Table II in com
parison with the latters. 

§ 3. Discussion 

The experimental results of FLANAGAN and RABINOVI'fCH are quanti
tatively interpreted on the basis of the Scheme (1) without resorting 
to the improbable assumption referred to in the introduction. 

The ratio V(IIb)/V(II .. ) is 0.0018 or 0.026 at 75°C or 153°C respec
tively as computed from the values of parameters given in Tables I 
and II, i. e. it decreases with decreasing temperature. The ratio 
V(I)/{(V(I) + V(II .. ) + V(IIb)} decreases on the other hand with decreasing 
temperature from unity at 153°C, as follows from the exchange equi
librium of I concluded in §2 ii), to 0.94*) at 75°C as calculated from 
the values of parameters given in Table 1. 

These ratio may hence be appreciably smaller than unity at suf
ficiently low temperatures, so that V(IIb) as well as Vel) is negligibly 
small compared with V(II,,). It follows now according to the Scheme 
(1) that the exchange reaction proceeds principally through IIa and J, 
with the rate controlled by the latter resulting in the 'random distri
bution', i. e. 

ye,I',--nDn(") = _ 4 ! (yl')4-"(yD)n 
n! (4-n)! 

(11) 

or according to (4.a) and (8), in an experimentally verifiable conclusion 

VC,I"-nDn = V(I) ( 3 _yC,l',-nDn), (n L:: 4) (12) 
2·n! (4-n)! 

where y9'.-nDn(n -{A) depends on the initial condition of the experiment. 

*) This value of V(l)f{V(I) + Vma) + V(IIb)} is sensibly discriminated from unity which 
leads to the negative value of the essentially positive quantity Bla, when adjusted to 
the observed values of Ve,!',D, Vc-C,I',D, or V t-C,l',D, according to the rate equations 

vc,l',D/V(II,,) = ! + -~-
1 fJ 

Vc-C,P,D,jV(lla) = 6' + 16'1 

1 18p Vt-C,I',D,fV(IIa) = -----
6 16a 

) 
which are derived similarly as in § 2 ii) for the exchange equilibrium of the step I in 
accordance with unity of the value. 
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It will now be shown that the rate equations put forward by 
FLANAGAN and RABINOVITCHI) without giving theoretical grounds are 
derived from the Scheme (2. R) but not generally from the Scheme 
(2. A). According to the Scheme (2. R), VC,I', etc. are given respectively 
by VC,p,(a) etc .. of (4. b), with yC,I',ta ) etc. and VeIl .. ) there respectively 
substituted by yC,I', etc. and V(II~), neglecting the terms implying V(IIb) 
in accordance with the absence of the step lIb in the Scheme (2.R)*), 
whereas the appropriate steady state condition is provided by (4.c) 
with the similar substitutions as those in (4. b) putting rates VC,I', etc. 
of intermediates P2C-CP~ etc. individually zero; noting further that 

* 
yl'+yD=l, we have thus 

VC,I"/V(II~) = ! yC,I',IV' _ ~ y",l"yJ) 

vc,P,D/V(II~) = ~y(],I',yJ) +-~(yt.",l',n, +-ye.",l·,n,) yl' 
3 3 

+- ! ya.c,I',Il,yl'_. ( ! 1/ +- ! yD+- ! yll)y",I'J Il 
(13) 

(Vt"',l',!), +- Ve.c,l',Il,) !V(II~)= !. y",l',llyll +- ! y",I"',yl' 

_( _}yl' +- ~ yD)(yt'C,I"Il,+-ye.",l',Il,) 

which give just the rate equations given by FLANAI:A:-'; and RAIlINOVIT(,11 

dC",l',/dt = kl{(C-D), C",I'J"CI' --2k,,(C-H), C'',1',C'' 

dC",I',"/dt = 2k ll (C-H)t C",I',C" +- 2kJ[(C-D), (Ct."y,n, 

+- Ce·",l',Il,)Cl' +-k;[(C-D)~ca·'''l'''',Cl' 

- {kn(C-D)t Cl' + k,,(C-H\ c" +- k;,(C-H)!C"} C'~,I',1l 

d(Ct.c,,','" +- CC"',l""')/dt = k,,(C-H), C",l',DCIl +- k;[ (C-D)~ C',,1'1l, CI' 

- {2k
ll

(C-D), C" +- 2k;)(C-H)~C"} (Ct"',I',,,, +- ce.I',l',,,,) 

(t: time) 

(14) 

by replacing 1/ or yC,I', etc. with the concentration Cl' or C",I', etc. of P 
* 

or C"p~ etc. respectively and coefficients 1/6, 1/3. 1/3 and 1/6 respectively 

*) Terms implying V(I) vanish at the replacement of y",l','a) etc. by 1/",1', etc. respectively. 
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with kH(C-D)H kD(C-H)H k~(C-D)2 and k~(C-H)2 in accordance with their 
system of notation. On the basis of the Scheme (2. A), on the other 
hand, the rate equations (13) result in the case of the exchange equi
librium of J, when (2. A) is kinetically identical with (2. R) and IIa with 
II~, but not generally as seen from the random distribution of (12), 
which is incompatible with (2.R)*), in the extreme case when the 
exchange reaction is controlled by 1. 

The present author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Profes
sor J. HOlUUTI for his profound interest and valuable discussions on the 
present work. 
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